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Physical layer key generation against MIMO
eavesdropper by exploiting full-duplex technology
Rong Jin1* and Kai Zeng2

Abstract

Generating a shared secret key from physical layer

is an interesting topic with practical value. Inspired

by the encouraging progress on full-duplex radio, a

novel mechanism aiming at high and steady key

generation rate with low cost is proposed in this

paper. Legitimate users simultaneously send

random bit sequences to actively interfere with

each other. They extract those mutually jammed

bits to form a secret key. A special digital

modulation scheme, called Random Manchester

coding is proposed. The proposed scheme achieves

three goals. The first and the most important one

is to prevent a MIMO eavesdropper from

separating the superposed signal; the second one is

to detect denial of service and key compromise

attack to defend against an active attacker; the

third one is to achieve design goal on low power

radiation, computational complexity and memory

cost. Theoretical analysis, numerical simulations

and concept-proof experiments validate the

effectiveness of our proposed scheme. Our solution

is promising to facilitate key generation

applications of nearby wireless devices such as

ubiquitous smartphones, wearable devices.

Keywords: full duplex radio; key generation;

mutual jamming; MIMO eavesdropper; active

attack detection; low cost

1 Introduction
Generating a shared key between two parties without
pre-shared secret over a public channel is a challeng-
ing problem in symmetric key cryptography systems.
Physical layer key generation mechanisms (e.g. by ex-
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ploiting the reciprocal and spatial diversity properties
of the wireless fading channel [1–3]) are fundamentally
different from traditional cryptography-based mecha-
nisms (e.g. Diffie-Hellman (DH) key exchange) in that
they do not rely on the intractability of certain com-
putational problems and are more computationally ef-
fective. DH key exchange protocol requires extensive
computational power, which is not preferable to re-
source constrained devices, such as sensors, RFIDs,
and wearable devices. In order to keep the same secu-
rity strength, DH key exchange protocol needs to in-
crease the key space when attacker’s computing power
is improved, thus leads to higher computational over-
head. Physical layer key generation does not subject
to these limitations and is a promising alternative for
shared key generation in many applications.
While there are numbers of works being carried out

[1–9], current channel based physical layer key gener-
ation mechanisms are not satisfactory in terms of key
generation rate. Although techniques may evolve, the
information rate of the shared randomness is funda-
mentally limited by the channel variation. More im-
portantly, the key generation rate is sensitive to the
environment and could be very low under stationary
conditions, which is more often the case.
Inspired by the encouraging progress on full-duplex

radio [10–14], a novel mechanism aiming at high and
steady key generation rate and low cost, called “mutu-
al jamming”, is proposed in this paper. Note that dig-
ital communication is subject to wireless interference
at physical layer. We let legitimate users simultaneous-

ly send random bits of 0’s or 1’s to interfere with each
other. While sending, the full-duplex user also listens
to the superposed signal. When the bits are synchro-
nized and different (one sends 0 and the other sends 1),
they are mutually jammed and an eavesdropper can-
not figure out who sent the 0 or who sent the 1. Since
legitimate users know what they have sent, they can
use the bits sent at either side to establish a shared
key.
To transform the above idea into a practical system,

we need to address the major challenge that a MI-
MO eavesdropper can separate the superposed digital
signal with common amplitude or(and) phase modula-
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Figure 1 Demonstration of key generation by mutual jamming

tion to break the key. Thus in mutual jamming, a spe-
cial digital modulation method, called random Manch-

ester coding is designed, by replacing common ampli-
tude and phase modulation to what we called energy

modulation. As illustrated in Fig 1, a low power noise
followed by a high power noise denotes a ‘0’, while a
high power noise followed by a low power noise de-
notes a ‘1’. The major purpose is to remove the pilot
symbols and information redundancy, so that a MI-
MO eavesdropper cannot obtain the wireless channels
either by training sequence [15] or blind channel esti-
mation [16, 17] in separation of the superposed signal.
In addition, mutual jamming presents the following
attractive advantages. (a) it can detect denial of ser-
vice and key compromise attack in real time to defend
against an active attacker without an authentication
mechanism. (b) it can achieve high security strength
without the need of high power radiation, computa-
tional complexity and memory cost. Numerical sim-
ulations and concept-proof experiments validate the
effectiveness of our proposed scheme.
Our main contributions are as follows:
• We propose a novel physical layer key generation
mechanism by exploiting full duplex technique.
The method has high security strength against
a single antenna or MIMO eavesdropper, can de-
tect an active attacker and does not require high
power radiation, computation or memory cost.

• We explain the basic idea of the proposed scheme
in detail, analyze the security strength and eval-
uate the performance by simulations.

• We build a testbed based on USRP software de-
fined radio and conduct proof-of-concept experi-
ments to demonstrate the effectiveness of the pro-
posed method in a real-world environment.

We make the following findings in our experiments:
• The obtained key generation rate of mutual jam-
ming is as high as about 20kbps. For 1028 bit key,
the time consumption is only about 0.05s.

• The transmitting power used by both keying par-
ties for simultaneous random bits sending is as
low as about 10dBm.

Mutual jamming is thus a practical, fast, low cost,
and secure key generation mechanism for nearby wire-
less devices such as ubiquitous smartphones and wear-
able devices.

2 Related Work
In recent years, physical layer key agreement mecha-
nisms have been proposed for establishing information-
theoretical keys between two wireless devices without
sharing any secret in advance.

2.1 Reciprocal channel based mechanism

There has been an increasing interest in exploiting the
randomness and reciprocity of the wireless channel to
generate shared keys between two parties.
Most of the works have assumed passive attacks [1–

7]. Early research in this area focused on theoretical
analysis [3, 18], where the maximum key generation
rate (assuming no information loss on key generation
procedure) is bounded by the mutual information be-
tween two keying nodes [4, 19, 20]. More recent works
were more interested in practical implementations of
the key generation schemes using off-the-shelf wireless
devices and their real-world performance [21]. Specifi-
cally, three kinds of channel characteristics are studied
for measurement and quantization to generate secret
keys. They are received signal strength [1, 3, 22], phase
difference [23] and impulse response [24, 25]. The key
generation rates considering practical communication
conditions are addressed in [5, 7]. To further increase
the key generation rate, multiple-antenna diversity has
been exploited in [6]. Some other works discussed the
multi-user case [26–28]. The work in [29] derived se-
crecy capacities for multiple terminals. The works in
[26, 30] obtained the maximum key generation rate of
simultaneous key generations and group key genera-
tion.
Some recent works have discussed interference and

jamming attack [3, 31, 32] against the key agreement
scheme. With the presence of jamming, the key gen-
eration rate can be seriously affected. The works in
[31, 33] proposed to adaptively increase the quantiza-
tion interval in accordance with the jamming signal
level to mitigate the jamming effect.
As pointed out in Introduction section, channel

based scheme is not satisfactory in terms of key gen-
eration rate and sensitive to the environment.

2.2 Physical proximity based mechanism

In [8, 9], physical layer features are extracted as shared
secret for nearby devices. The principle is based on
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that clients in the same geographic area can observe a
certain shared ambient signals, such as the same nor-
malized packet arrival time and similar received signal
strengths (RSS). These physical layer features are lo-
cation specific due to random wireless fading and can-
not be easily estimated and forged by a client outside
the proximity of half-wavelength. Therefore, users can
exploit the ambient radio signals to establish spatial
temporal location tags and use the location tags for
authentication.
However, the method is limited to the areas with

plenty of ambient radio sources, e.g. indoor environ-
ments with multiple WiFi access points (APs), blue-
tooth devices and FM radios. The difficulty in prox-
imity range control is another problem. Experimen-
tal work has demonstrated that there does exist a
strong correlation in measurements observed by pas-
sive eavesdroppers located significantly greater than
a half-wavelength away from legitimate devices [34].
Therefore, there is not a clear safe guard distance to
ensure the secrecy of the device pairing.
In [35], an NFC-based key generation method is pro-

posed. For NFC, the operating distance is within 10cm,
significantly smaller than half of a wavelength (about
11m for 13.56MHz). It is known that a MIMO eaves-
dropper cannot separate the superposed signal in this
case. However, this method cannot be directly applied
to far-field communications (e.g. WiFi) where the su-
perposed signal can be separated once the keying de-
vices are more than half of a wavelength (about 6.25cm
at 2.4GHz) apart.
A novel physical layer key agreement mechanism by

exploiting full-duplex technology is proposed in this
paper, in which the shared randomness is generated
by combining the user introduced randomness at both
sides of the legitimate users, and the information rate
for key generation is thus high and steady.

3 Preliminary
In this paper, we consider the scenario where two s-
mart devices (typically smartphones and wearable de-
vices), Alice and Bob, want to bootstrap a secure com-
munication by generating a shared secret key between
themselves over a wireless channel without any pre-
shared secret. We assume that Alice and Bob are with-
in a short distance (within couple of meters) so that
on-demand wireless connectivity can be established
conveniently by popular short range wireless commu-
nication technology and specifications, such as Blue-
tooth [36] or WiFi. One of them, say Alice is assumed
to be full duplex enabled.

3.1 Adversary model

We consider a powerful adversary, Eve, who can launch
either (1) passive attacks by eavesdropping on the

communication between Alice and Bob, trying to com-
promise the generated key or (2) active attacks by in-
jecting arbitrary signals over its wireless interface try-
ing to manipulate the superposed signal. Eve may be
a device having more powerful computational ability
than the legitimate devices, such as a laptop or a per-
sonal computer. She may use standard or custom-built
hardware to capture signals, including multi-antenna
MIMO devices. She can capture baseband signals with
high sensitivity and sampling rate. In this case, She can
store all the overheard signals and conduct sophisticat-
ed signal processing or data analysis off-line.
We assume that the adversary is only subject to the

following physical constraints: Eve could be in any lo-
cation with respect to Alice and Bob but she is at
least several meters away from them and not directly
visible (otherwise the attacker will be physically dis-
covered easily). In this case, the eavesdropping wireless
channels are assumed to be multi-path rayleigh fading
channels, and thus it is commonly agreed that there
exists channel diversity among different subcarrier fre-
quencies [37].

3.2 Mathematic model

We use xa(t) and xb(t) to denote the signal transmitted
by Alice and Bob, and ye(t) and ya(t) to denote the
signal received by Eve and Alice (through full-duplex
ability), respectively. According to the above system
configuration assumptions, ye(t) can be modeled as

ye(t) = hA→Exa(t) + hB→Exb(t) + n(t) (1)

where hA→E and hB→E are the channel coefficients of
the eavesdropping wireless channels from Alice to Eve
and Bob to Eve, respectively; n(t) is the channel noise.
In the similar way, ya(t) can be modeled as

ya(t) = ρxa(t) + hB→Axb(t) + n(t) (2)

where hB→A is the channel coefficient of the wireless
channel from Bob to Alice; ρ represents the self inter-
ference of the full duplex radio.
It is common practice to describe wireless system-

s in the baseband, that is after removing the carrier
frequency. [1] Hence, in the rest of the paper, we use
baseband signals to denote the transmitting and re-
ceiving signals (e.g. xa(t), xb(t), ye(t)) if not especially
specified.

[1]Wireless signals are transmitted using a carrier
frequency fc. At the receiver, the RF frontend re-
moves the carrier frequency from the received signal
Aexp(j2πfct), which produces the baseband signal A.
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4 Method
Aiming at a physical layer key generation of high and
steady key generation rate with low cost, we developed
a novel solution, called mutual jamming. We introduce
our design in detail and analyze its security and per-
formance in this section.

4.1 Method introduction

The basic idea with baseband signal representation is
illustrated in Fig. 1.
Alice and Bob simultaneously send random bits of

0’s or 1’s to opportunistically jam each other. The bit
stream sent by Alice (or Bob) in an N-bit data frame
is Ca (or Cb).

Ca = [Ca(1), Ca(2), · · · , Ca(N)]

Cb = [Cb(1), Cb(2), · · · , Cb(N)]
(3)

where Ca(i) and Cb(i) (1 ≤ i ≤ N) are the ith bit
sent by Alice and Bob, respectively.
On one hand, to tackle the major threat from MIMO

eavesdropper, we propose to use Gaussian noise over
wide radio spectrum in keying information exchange,
so as to prevent the eavesdropper from obtaining the
wireless channels (which will be detailed in the next
subsection).
On the other hand, in order for the legitimate FD de-

vice to understand the information composed entirely
of Gaussian noise, we design a special scheme, called
Random Manchester coding to modulate the bits. A
low power noise followed by a high power noise de-
notes a ‘0’, while a high power noise followed by a low
power noise denotes a ‘1’.
• when C(i) = 0

xi(t) =











n[σ2
l ](t) 0 ≤ t < T0

n[σ2
h](t) T0 ≤ t < 2T0

0 2T0 ≤ t < T

(4)

• when C(i) = 1

xi(t) =











n[σ2
h](t) 0 ≤ t < T0

n[σ2
l ](t) T0 ≤ t < 2T0

0 2T0 ≤ t < T

(5)

where T is the bit duration. n[σ2
h](t) and n[σ2

l ](t) de-
note zero mean Gaussian noise with large variance σ2

h

(high power) and small variance σ2
l (low power), re-

spectively, and T0 denotes their signal duration. We
set a mute period (T − 2T0) to help Alice identify the

bit representation and check for synchronization (the
duty cycle should be 2T0

T−2T0
when their signals are well

synchronized).
Math Notation: we use superscript i to denote the

signal of the ith bit, and the complete signal is denoted
if the superscript is not applied; we use subscript a,
b and e to denote the signal sender Alice, Bob and
receiver Eve, and the signal by any party is denoted if
the subscript is not applied. For example, xi(t) means
the ith bit signal sent by Alice or Bob; ye(t) means the
complete signal received by Eve.
As shown in Fig. 1, there are four possible cases when

the ith pair of bits sent by Alice and Bob are synchro-
nized.
• Case 1: Alice sends 1, Bob sends 0.
• Case 2: Alice sends 0, Bob sends 1.
• Case 3: both Alice and Bob send 1.
• Case 4: both Alice and Bob send 0.
By inserting (4) and (5) into (1) and ignoring channel

noise, we are able to make the following deductions.
For case 3, the superposed signal at Eve is the double

of 1’s.

yie(t|C
i
a = 1, Ci

b = 1) =
{

(hA→E + hB→E)n[σ
2
h](t) 0 ≤ t < T0

(hA→E + hB→E)n[σ
2
l ](t) T0 ≤ t < 2T0

(6)

This does not help because Eve can identify this case
by comparing the energy between the first T0 and the
second T0. As can be seen in (6), Eve can tell that both
devices sent a 1 if the energy of the first T0 is greater
than that of the second T0. The same thing happens
for case 4. Eve can tell that both devices sent a 0 if
the energy of the first T0 is smaller than that of the
second T0. Alice and Bob will discard the bits of these
two cases.
It gets interesting for case 1 and case 2. Note that

Manchester coding has symmetric (flipped) waveform
for 0 and 1. The energy relationship of the superposed
RF signal between the first T0 and the second T0 be-
comes undetermined. For example, if Alice sent 1 and
Bob sent 0, we have

yie(t|C
i
a = 1, Ci

b = 0) =
{

hA→En[σ
2
h](t) + hB→En[σ

2
l ](t) 0 ≤ t < T0

hB→En[σ
2
h](t) + hA→En[σ

2
l ](t) T0 ≤ t < 2T0

(7)

As demonstrated in Fig.1, the energy of the first T0

is very close to that of the second T0. The same thing
happens if Alice sent 0 and Bob sent 1. Therefore, these
two cases are indistinguishable from the view point of
Eve. We call that this pair of bits are mutually jammed
and either Ca(i) or Cb(i) can be extracted as 1 bit key
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(without loss of generality, Ca(i) will be assumed in
the following paper).
To establish a shared key, while sending xa(t), Alice

detects the receiving signal ya(t) using its full duplex
ability. To decode Bob’s bit, Alice eliminates her own
signal by subtracting ya(t) by ρxa(t) (this procedure
is known as SIC, self-interference cancellation). As can
be seen from (2), this leads to

za(t) = ya(t)−ρ′xa(t) = ρ0xa(t)+hB→Axb(t)+n(t)

(8)

where ρ0 is the residue self-interference.
Note that a high-quality full duplex radio should

have ρ0 ≈ 0, and if we further ignore channel noise,
we have

za(t) ≈ hB→Axb(t) (9)

Alice can perform standard decoding by comparing
the energy between the first T0 and the second T0. For
example

zia(t|C
i
b = 1) =

{

hB→An[σ
2
h](t) 0 ≤ t < T0

hB→An[σ
2
l ](t) T0 ≤ t < 2T0

(10)

A detection of a relative high power noise followed
by a relative low power noise can be decoded as a ’1’
and vice versa.
After decoding, Alice compares her bit stream with

Bob’s and extracts the indexes L of all the (total
number denoted by M) mutually jammed bit-pairs
L = [l1, l2, li · · · lM ], where Ca(li) 6= Cb(li), and sends
the indexes L to Bob. Alice simply takes out all the
indexed values of its transmitted bit stream, KA =
[Ca(l1), Ca(l2), Ca(li) · · ·Ca(lM )]; Bob does the same
operation, and flips (1 to 0 and 0 to 1) the indexed val-
ues, KB = ∼[Cb(l1), Cb(l2), Cb(li) · · ·Cb(lM )]. An ex-
ample will be shown in Section 6 Fig 8. It can be easily
verified that the M bit keys are identical, KA = KB.

4.2 Our method has high security strength against

single antenna eavesdropper

In this subsection, we first discuss single antenna eaves-
dropping case. Based on section 3.1 adversary model,
we model the channels between Alice, Bob and Eve as
independent quasistatic Rayleigh fading channels.
For a given scenario, when the bits are mutually

jammed, we can write the energy of the superposed
signal received by Eve as follows (taking case 1 as an
example) according to (7)

{

wi
1 = caeXσ2

hχ
2
Ne

+ cbeXσ2
l χ

2
Ne

wi
2 = caeXσ2

l χ
2
Ne

+ cbeXσ2
hχ

2
Ne

(11)

where wi
1 and wi

2 are the average energies of the first
T0 and the second T0 of the ith bit.



















wi
1 =

1

T0

∫ T0

0

yie(t)dt

wi
2 =

1

T0

∫ 2T0

T0

yie(t)dt

(12)

X denotes the independent exponential random vari-
able with unit mean; cae = c/dαae, cbe = c/dαbe are the
dimensionless constants, where dae and dbe are the dis-
tances between Alice and Eve and between Bob and
Eve; α is the pathloss exponent, and c is a normaliza-
tion constant.
χ2
Ne

denotes the independent random variable drawn
from chi-squared distribution (the distribution of the
square of normal random variables [38]) with Ne de-
grees of freedom, where Ne = BT0 approximated by
time-bandwidth product denotes the number of effec-
tive sample points.
Math Notation: To simplify presentation, we use

f(wi
1, w

i
2) to denote Pr({wi

1, w
i
2}|Ca(i) = 1, Cb(i) =

0) (the probability density function for case 1) and
g(wi

1, w
i
2) to denote Pr({wi

1, w
i
2}|Ca(i) = 0, Cb(i) =

1).
The maximum likelihood decoding made by Eve

(based on the observation of wi
1 and wi

2) can be written
as

{

Ca(i) = 1 f(wi
1, w

i
2) > g(wi

1, w
i
2)

Ca(i) = 0 f(wi
1, w

i
2) < g(wi

1, w
i
2)

(13)

That is, for case 1, if a certain observation has
f(wi

1, w
i
2) < g(wi

1, w
i
2), a wrong decoding will be made

and vice versa. Considering that the bits transmitted
by Alice(Bob) have equal probability of being ‘0’ or ‘1’,
Eve’s bit error ratio (BER) of maximum likelihood de-
coding can be further calculated by

pe =
1

2

∫∫

f<g

f(wi
1, w

i
2)dw

i
1dw

i
2 +

1

2

∫∫

f>g

g(wi
1, w

i
2)dw

i
1dw

i
2

=
1

2

∫∫

min [f(wi
1, w

i
2), g(w

i
1, w

i
2)]dw

i
1dw

i
2

(14)

Since the superposed signals for case 1 and case
2 are designed to be identical, we have f(wi

1, w
i
2) ≈
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Figure 2 Example of the distribution of the BER for the
eavesdropper at different positions.

g(wi
1, w

i
2), thus

pe ≈
1

2

∫∫

f(wi
1, w

i
2)dw

i
1dw

i
2 = 50% (15)

the BER will be close to 50% (the same as a random
guess).
Case example
In order to demonstrate the security strength of our

key generation method in practical scenario, we draw
a typical example as follows. We assume that the dis-
tance between Alice and Bob is 1m, and Eve is at least
5m away from Alice or Bob. The bandwidth and T0 are
set to 2MHz and 5µs. The path-loss exponent is set to
α = 2 based on referring to [39].
We calculate the BER analytically (by numerical cal-

culation method though, since the probability density
function cannot be obtained in closed form in gener-
al [40]), and draw the BER map in Fig. 2. It can be
seen that the BERs are very high and greater than
36% for all of the points. It conforms with (18) show-
ing that our method presents high security strength in
this case.
Please note that maximum likelihood decoding re-

quires the prior information of all the system configu-
rations (e.g. the placement of legitimate users), which
is not commonly known by Eve. Moreover, Eve’s chan-
nel noise (which was ignored previously) exacerbates
the BER. Our conclusion is that in practice, Eve’s a-
bility to compromise the keying bits will be very close
to a random guess.

4.3 Legitimate user’s key establishment is reliable

In previous subsection, we have shown that key com-
promising is difficult by showing that the Eve’s decod-
ing of keying bits is very error prone. In this subsec-
tion, we will show that key establishment is reliable by
showing that Alice’s decoding has very low error rate.

Similar to the previous subsection, for a given sce-
nario, when the bits are mutually jammed, we can
write the energy of the partner’s signal extracted by
Alice as follows (taking case 1 as an example)

{

wi
1 = ρ0σ

2
hχ

2
Ne

+ cabXσ2
l χ

2
Ne

+ σ2χ2
Ne

wi
2 = ρ0σ

2
l χ

2
Ne

+ cabXσ2
hχ

2
Ne

+ σ2χ2
Ne

(16)

where σ2 is the variance of channel noise. cab = c/dαab
and dab is the distance between Alice and Bob.
The decoding made by Alice (based on the observa-

tion of wi
1 and wi

2) can be written as

{

Cb(i) = 1 wi
1 > wi

2

Cb(i) = 0 wi
1 < wi

2

(17)

That is, for case Cb(i) = 1, if a certain observation
has wi

1 < wi
2, a wrong decoding will be made and vice

versa. Considering that the bits transmitted by Bob
have equal probability of being ‘0’ or ‘1’, Alice’s BER
can be calculated by

pe =
1

2

∫∫

wi

1<wi

2

f(wi
1, w

i
2)dw

i
1dw

i
2+

1

2

∫∫

wi

1>wi

2

g(wi
1, w

i
2)dw

i
1dw

i
2

(18)

We use the same example as in subsection 4.2 to
calculate Alice’s BER analytically, where we set the
residue self interference to ρ0 = −20dB (It is stated
in [10] that the receive antenna’s signal can decoded if
self-interference can be removed 20dB below the trans-
mitting signal.), and draw the BER-to-SNR curve in
Fig. 3. It can be seen that the BERs are very low and
less than 0.36% when SNR> 10dB.

4.4 Our method can defend against MIMO

eavesdropper

In this subsection, we explain the mechanism of how
mutual jamming defends against an emerging class
of powerful adversaries: MIMO (multi-input multi-
output) eavesdroppers through random Manchester
coding.
We shall mention that a complete introduction re-

quires a lot of background knowledge on MIMO and
channel estimation theory, which involves complex
mathematical models, technologies and numerous al-
gorithms that it is impossible for this work to cover all
the aspects (numerical security analysis against MI-
MO eavesdropper will be detailed in Section 5). Good
descriptions of MIMO and channel estimation theo-
ry are available in [16, 41, 42] if one wishes to go for
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Figure 3 Example of the BER curve for the legitimate user
under different SNR.

the details. For the context of this paper, however, it
is sufficient to know that the principle and theory of
our design is based on the following 2 widely accepted
conclusions.
(1) MIMO’s coherent decoding relies on the

knowledge of wireless channels
In a MIMO system, a coherent signal detection [2]

requires a reliable estimate of the channel impulse re-
sponses between the transmit and receive antennas
[16, 42].
To understand such MIMO capability, let’s recall

from (1) that a 2-antenna MIMO eavesdropper will
create 2 independent equations:

ye1(t) = hA→E1xa(t) + hB→E1xb(t)

ye2(t) = hA→E2xa(t) + hB→E2xb(t)
(19)

Eve can separate 2 signals xa(t) and xb(t) trans-
mitted concurrently on the wireless medium with the
knowledge of wireless channels by solving the equation-
s. In the same way, an n-antenna MIMO eavesdropper
creates n independent equations, and can thus sepa-
rate at most n signals. [3]

[2]MIMO communications could also be non-coherent.
For example, one can exploit the structure of the code-
book to recover the information without directly esti-
mating the channel [43]. However, non-coherent MI-
MO communications rely on special designed precod-
ing, which is not the case of random Manchester cod-
ing.
[3]One solution [41, 42] to address MIMO problem
could be using at least as many antennas on MIMO
users as there are on MIMO eavesdropper. For exam-
ple, if a 2-antenna user, Alice, sends two independent

However, with the absence of channel knowledge at
the MIMO receiver, the number of unknown channel
coefficients increases in correspondence with the in-
crease of the number of antennas, and so formed an
underdetermined system of equation no matter how
many antennas the MIMO receiver possesses.

(2) Channel estimation cannot be done with-
out information redundancy over Gaussian
noise

It is important to specify the notion that a correc-
t identification of the channel coefficients from mixed
signals is impossible without information redundancy
[41], because the solution to channel coefficients is not
unique. In another word, a wrong signal separation by
incorrect channel coefficients does not affect the obser-
vations, as is exemplified by the following relation.

yek(t) = hB→Ekx
′

b(t) + h′

A→Ekx
′

a(t) (20)

where x′

b(t) = xb(t) + ρxa(t) and x′

a(t) = (1− ρ)xa(t)
represent a wrong separation that part of the signal
from Alice ρxa(t) is misclassified.

It can be easily verified that this wrong separation is
supported by the following wrong channel coefficient at
any of Eve’s antennas (the kth antenna for example).

h′

A→Ek = (hA→Ek − ρhB→Ek)/(1− ρ) (21)

While numerous works have put great efforts on
channel estimation, they can be classified by the re-
dundant information on which they depend. One kind
of methods is based on training symbols redundancy
[15]. A well designed training signal should take into
consideration the channel estimation overhead, esti-
mation error and capacity loss caused by non-ideal re-
ceive algorithm. Another kind of methods, called blind
channel estimation, makes use of common redundan-
t information in the modulated signal itself [16]. For
a specific communication system, the source signal is

signals xa1(t), xa2(t) concurrently to compose xa(t), (19)
can be extended to

ye1(t) = hA1→E1xa1(t) + hA2→E1xa2(t) + hB→E1xb(t)

ye2(t) = hA1→E2xa1(t) + hA2→E2xa2(t) + hB→E2xb(t)

Since the number of unknowns xa1(t), xa2(t) and xb(t)

is larger than the number of equations, a 2-antenna
eavesdropper can no longer solve the equations in this
case. This solution, however, creates a what is known
as antenna battle [44] between the user and the eaves-
dropper, and is not preferable.
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usually a modulated or filtered data, which either be-
longs to a limited set of symbols having specific ampli-
tudes and phases, or is time/spatialy correlated, or has
cyclic prefix redundancy, or exists nonzero high-order
statistics, etc. [4] The last kind of methods, called semi-
blind channel estimation, combines the former two.
In view of the MIMO limitation, our coding design

aims at removing the information redundancy, so as to
avoid these information being used by the eavesdrop-
per, specifically.
In order to protect the secrecy of the wireless chan-

nels against training-symbols based channel estimation
techniques, random Manchester coding replaces tradi-
tional amplitude and phase modulation (e.g. QAM,
PSK) to energy modulation. Note that the legitimate
decoding is now performed by comparing the energy
between the first T0 and the second T0. There is no
amplitude or phase information needed in this case,
so that pilot symbols are not applied in data frames
modulated by random Manchester coding. [5]

In order to protect the secrecy of the wireless chan-
nels against blind channel estimation techniques, ran-
dom Manchester coding uses Gaussian noise over wide
radio spectrum, i.e. AWGN. The wireless channel from
Alice to Eve (Bob to Eve) in this case has no ampli-
tude, phase or statistical characteristics, due to the
frequency diversity and the random Gaussian signal
structure. In this way, there is no potential avenues of
channel estimation. [6]

4.5 Detecting active attacks

In this subsection, we explain the mechanism of how
mutual jamming detects an active attack through ran-
dom Manchester coding.

[4]For example, [45] proposed a subspace based blind
channel estimation method for space-time coded
MIMO-OFDM systems using properly designed redun-
dant linear precoding and the noise subspace method.
[46] proposed an algorithm for blind channel estima-
tion and equalization for MIMO-OFDM systems using
second-order cyclostationary statistics induced by em-
ploying a periodic nonconstant-modulus antenna pre-
coding. [47] developed a subspace method for SISO-
OFDM systems by utilizing the redundancy intro-
duced by the cyclic prefix (CP) insertion.
[5]Frame header information (e.g. the ID of the trans-
mitter) can be transmitted using a per-agreed alter-
native carrier frequency annotated by pilot symbols
irrelevant to the wireless channels of the data trans-
mitted by random Manchester coding.
[6]That both training-symbols based channel estima-
tion and blind channel estimation cannot work certain-
ly implies that semi-blind channel estimation cannot
work.

Denial of Service Attack
In the simplest case, Eve just wants to disturb the

keying process such that Alice is not able to under-
stand the signal sent by Bob. denial of service attack
can be achieved by transmitting valid frequencies of
the data spectrum at a correct time. The correct time
can be calculated if the attacker has a good under-
standing of the used modulation scheme and coding.
This attack is not too complicated, but it does not
allow the attacker to manipulate the actual data.
Since Manchester coding yields the same signal pow-

er on bit ‘0’ and bit ‘1’, the superposed signal exhibits
an identical energy (2T0(σ

2
h + σ2

l )) on each bit pair.
Thus, Alice can simply check wether its actually re-
ceived energy is in the correct range.
Key Compromise Attack
In key compromise attack, Eve wants Alice and Bob

to actually receive some valid, but manipulated data,
so as to control the keying process and infer portion of
the key subsequently.
To counter key compromise attack, Alice can send a

control frame to Bob in the beginning of key generation
process, specifying (1) the beginning and the end time
instant of simultaneous random bits sending, making
sure that there is no time delay that could be exploited
by Eve to launch a man-in-the-middle attack; (2) the
power of transmitting noise σ2

h, σ
2
l , so that Alice can

perform a power detection on superposed signal.
Under regular circumstances without interference,

the superposed signal detected by Alice yia(t) has three
possibilities.
• Condition 1: a high power noise signal followed by
a low power noise signal:

yia(t) = n[2σ2
h](t) 0 ≤ t < T0

yia(t) = n[2σ2
l ](t) T0 ≤ t < 2T0

yia(t) = 0 2T0 ≤ t < T

(22)

It corresponds to case 3 that both Alice and Bob
sent ‘1’ on the ith bit.

• Condition 2: a low power noise signal followed by
a high power noise signal:

yia(t) = n[2σ2
l ](t) 0 ≤ t < T0

yia(t) = n[2σ2
h](t) T0 ≤ t < 2T0

yia(t) = 0 2T0 ≤ t < T

(23)

It corresponds to case 4 that both Alice and Bob
sent ‘0’ on the ith bit.

• Condition 3: a medium power noise signal over the
time domain of 2T0.
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yia(t) = n[σ2
l + σ2

h](t) 0 ≤ t < 2T0

yia(t) = 0 2T0 ≤ t < T
(24)

It corresponds to case 1 and case 2 that one sent
‘0’ and the other sent ‘1’ on the ith bit.

Note that in order to let Alice and Bob decode a
wrong bit, key compromise attack relies on changing
the superposed signal from one condition to another,
otherwise it won’t be recognized and will be detected.
It can be seen from (22), (23) and (24) that the attack-
er must do two things: increasing the power of noise
signal during one T0 and decreasing the power of noise
signal during another T0.

[7] The former is feasible by
sending compensating signal of proper power, while
the latter requires signal cancellation [48]: one should
send negative RF signal of π phase difference with re-
spective to the original RF signal. Note that yia(t) is a
random noise signal, where the instantaneous phase is
not known or predictable. Therefore in this case, sig-
nal cancellation is practically impossible, and so does
the key compromise attack.

4.6 Cost and efficiency

In this subsection, we explain the mechanism of how
mutual jamming achieves low cost through random
Manchester coding.
First, the cryptographic operations of mutual jam-

ming involves only simple computations of bit com-
parisons due to the physical layer design. It has low
computation complexity and saves time and computa-
tional energy comparing with traditional key genera-
tion method. For example, it has been reported that
the time consumption of ECDH (Elliptic Curve Diffie-
Hellman key exchange method) is about 9.1s to 15.1s
for low cost sensors [49] and about 4.3s to 4.7s for
smartphones [50] due to the complex computations,
while our experiments show that the time consumption
of our proposed key generation method is only about
0.05s thanks to the simple computations and fast key
generation rate. Moreover, it has been reported that
the energy consumed by computation of the crypto-
graphic operations is at least one order of magnitude
larger than transmissions [49]. Thus, the reduction of

[7]For example, to change condition 1 to condition 2,
Eve has to decrease the power of noise signal by 2(σ2

h
−

σ2
l
) during the first T0 and increase the power of noise

signal by 2(σ2
h
−σ2

l
) during the second T0 and vice versa,

while to change condition 1 to condition 3, Eve has to
decrease the power of noise signal by (σ2

h
− σ2

l
) during

the first T0 and increase the power of noise signal by
(σ2

h
− σ2

l
) during the second T0 and vice versa.

computations would significantly save the total energy
consuming of the key generation. Second, the decoding
at legitimate users involves only energy comparison be-
tween the first T0 and the second T0 due to the energy
modulation design. Thus in mutual jamming, the FD
device does not need to keep the complete waveform-
s for self-interference cancellation (which is known as
the major cost in FD communications [12, 13]), and
it saves decoding memory and energy. Finally, the key
generation process of mutual jamming involves neither
multi-step negotiation rounds (such as ECDH) nor in-
formation reconciliation (such as reciprocal channel
based physical layer key generation method), and it
is overall simple and saves transmitting and receiving
energy.

4.7 How about the synchronization offset between the

transmitting signals

So far, for the simplicity of our method description, we
have always believed that Alice can well synchronize
her transmitting signal xa(t) with that of Bob xb(t).
However, we notice that the strict time synchroniza-
tion for distributed devices is known to be difficult [51].
A major issue causing random synchronization offset
is clock skew and jitter [51]. When an observable syn-
chronization offset happens, the security assumption
of indistinguishable superposed RF signals under case
1 and case 2 will not hold. Note that this potential
weakness might be exploited by the eavesdropper if he
has a good chance to know which device clock jitter
happens to (e.g. the clock circuit of one device is much
more unstable than that of the other device).

It is worth pointing out that this does not mean
that our scheme poses strong request and high cost
on synchronization. Recall that our design is based on
“opportunistic jamming”. Thus, to eliminate the po-
tential risk, Alice can simply find out all of the un-
synchronized bit pairs in her received signal ya(t) (by
checking whether the superposed signal has the time
length of 2T0 at each yia(t) for example) and discard
them in prior.

5 Results and Discussion
In this section, we conduct numerical simulations to
evaluate our design, random Manchester coding, a-
gainst a MIMO eavesdropper and compare it with tra-
ditional Manchester coding.

We set the center frequency to 2.4GHz, the available
transmission bandwidth to 2MHz and Alice, Bob and
Eve’s signal to noise ratio (SNR) to 25dB. We assume
Alice and Bob simultaneously transmit digital signal
as introduced in subsection 4.1 to generate a key by
mutual jamming.
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To simulate random Manchester coding, we let both
Alice and Bob send Gaussian noise over 2MHz band-
width. A low power noise followed by a high power
noise denotes a ‘0’, while a high power noise followed
by a low power noise denotes a ‘1’. We set the variance
of high power noise ten times of that of low power noise
(σ2

h/σ
2
l = 10). We set the bit duration to T = 15µs;

the signal width of each noise signal is T0 = 5µs; mute
period is T − 2T0 = 5µs. To validate the robustness
of mutual jamming, random synchronization offset u-
niformly distributed within 1µs, [8] random amplitude
and phase deviation uniformly distributed within 1%
are introduced in the simulation. The residue self in-
terference is set to -20dB.
To simulate traditional Manchester coding for ref-

erence, we let both Alice and Bob send BPSK signal
defined as follows
• when C(i) = 0

xi(t) = 0 0 ≤ t < T/2

xi(t) = 1 T/2 ≤ t < 2T
(25)

• when C(i) = 1

xi(t) = 1 0 ≤ t < T/2

xi(t) = 0 T/2 ≤ t < 2T
(26)

We set the bit rate and the total bit duration the
same as that in random Manchester coding. For sim-
plicity, we use an idealized system model in the simula-
tion [53], which does not take specific implementation
issues (e.g. pulse-shaping filter) and system imperfec-
tions (e.g. intersymbol interference, imperfect orthog-
onality among subcarrier signals) into consideration,
since they have little impact on security.
For the MIMO eavesdropper, we first assume that

Eve is a normal laptop with 3 antennas being integrat-
ed. The eavesdropping channels from Alice/Bob to Eve
are multi-path quasi-statistic rayleigh fading channel-
s [37]. The wireless coefficients at different subcarri-
er frequencies are randomly and independently drawn
from a complex Gaussian distribution with unit vari-
ance. We try SOBI algorithm (a classic second order
blind identification algorithm [54]) to separate two sig-
nal sources from Alice and Bob. After extracting only
Bob’s signal, the decoding of traditional Manchester
signal is performed by constellation diagram and the
decoding of random Manchester signal is performed by

[8]It is indicated that this clock synchronization accura-
cy of sub-microsecond range is achievable by Precision
Time Protocol (PTP) [52].

Figure 4 Wireless channel coefficients from Alice to Eve’s 3
antennas.

energy comparison. We use the final key compromising
bit error rate (BER) at Eve as the metric of security
strength, where a perfectly secure system should have
a 50% BER meaning that the eavesdropper’s key com-
promising ability in this case is equivalent to a random
guess.

5.1 Effectiveness of random Manchester coding

In this simulation, Alice and Bob simultaneously trans-
mit 1024-bit random sequences xa(t) and xb(t) for mu-
tual jamming. We record channel estimation results
and calculate the BERs at the MIMO eavesdropper.
Fig. 4 shows an example of channel estimation result,

where the channel coefficient from Alice to Eve’s first
antenna is always normalized to “1”. The cross marked
points are the actual channel coefficients; the circle
marked points and square marked points are the 20
independent channel estimation results for tradition-
al Manchester coding and random Manchester coding
respectively. It can be seen that on one hand, the es-
timated channel coefficients are close to the true val-
ues for traditional Manchester coding. This is because
BPSK-based signal has specific amplitudes and fits in
the mathematic model described in [54]. On the oth-
er hand, the estimated channel coefficients are diverge
from the true values for random Manchester coding.
This is because Gaussian structured signal does not
have the second order static characteristics described
in [54].
Fig. 5 further shows the cumulative distribution

function (CDF) curve of the key compromising BER
at Eve based on 10,000 independent random runs.
Solid line represents traditional Manchester coding
and dashed line represents random Manchester coding.
For traditional Manchester coding, Eve’s BER is on-
ly about 8% on average. The minimum and maximum
BERs are about 6% and 10%. For random Manchester
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Figure 5 CDF of BER at Eve.

coding, Eve’s BER is as high as about 46% on av-
erage, closing to a random guess. The minimum and
maximum BERs are about 42% and 50%. It can be
seen that random Manchester coding has much higher
ratio of wrong key guessing than traditional Manch-
ester coding. It conforms with the theoretical analysis
in section 4.4 that traditional amplitude or phase mod-
ulation is vulnerable to a MIMO eavesdropper, while
random Manchester coding is secure against it.

5.2 Impact of antenna number on BER

We then investigate the performance of our proposed
key generation design on different number of antennas
that Eve got. We keep the other simulation parame-
ters unchanged to test the cases of single antenna, few
antennas and many antennas.
Fig. 6 shows the average BER (of 10,000 independent

random runs) with respect to the number of antennas.
The circle marked lines represent traditional Manch-
ester coding and square marked lines represent random
Manchester coding.
As can be seen from Fig. 6 that circle marked lines

locate far below square-marked lines, which indicates
that random Manchester coding outperforms tradi-
tional Manchester coding in security strength against
MIMO eavesdropping attack. Specifically, both tra-
ditional Manchester coding and random Manchester
coding present high BERs closing to 50% at the start
points of the curves, which means that both schemes
are secure against single antenna eavesdroppers. How-
ever, when the number of antennas increases, circle
marked line drops down rapidly as shown in Fig. 6(a).
Even for only 2 antennas, the average BER decreas-
es to about 10%. For random Manchester coding, the
BERs remain almost unchanged as the the number
of antennas increases. Even for 100 antennas (massive
MIMO case [42]), the average BER is still larger than
40%. This confirms with the conclusion claimed in sec-
tion 4.4(1) that signal separation cannot be done with-
out channel knowledge no matter how many antennas
the MIMO receiver possesses.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6 Average BERs at the eavesdropper with respect to
the number of antennas.

6 Experimental

We conduct concept-proof experiments to demon-

strate the effectiveness of our proposed key generation

method, mutual jamming, in this section. The exper-

iment set up is shown in Fig 7(a). We use 2 software

defined radios, USRP N210, to simulate legitimate key-

ing parties, Alice and Bob, respectively. Another US-

RP is used to simulate the eavesdropper, Eve. We use

Daughter board SBX-40 as the transmitting and re-

ceiving front-end, where the nominal frequency range

is 400MHz - 4.4GHz, and the nominal bandwidth is

40 MHz. We use antenna VERT 2450 to send and

receive RF signals at 2.4GHz. We set sampling rate

to 20MHz. We set the average transmitting power by

Alice (or Bob) to 10dbm.

As introduced in subsection 4.1, to implement ran-

dom Manchester coding, we send Gaussian noise over

the entire bandwidth of 40 MHz. A low power noise

followed by a high power noise denotes a ‘0’, while a

high power noise followed by a low power noise denotes

a ‘1’. We set the variance of high power noise ten times

of that of low power noise (σ2
h/σ

2
l = 10). We set bit

duration to T = 15µs; the signal width of each noise

signal is T0 = 5µs; mute period is T − 2T0 = 5µs.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7 Experimental demonstration.

6.1 Method validation

Fig. 8 shows the snapshot of the the superposed sig-
nal received by Eve, where the bit sequences sen-
t by Alice and Bob are Ca = [01010110011] and
Cb = [01100101010] during this period. It can be seen
from the figure that the 3rd, 4th, 7th, 8th and 11th
bit pairs are mutually jammed in this case. As expect-
ed, the superposed waveform presents a medium power
noise signal over the time domain of 2T0. Eve cannot
figure out who sent ‘0’ and who sent ‘1’ from her over-
heard signal.

To establish a shared key, Alice extracts the indexes
of all the mutually jammed bit-pairs L = [3, 4, 7, 8, 11],
by performing a simple energy detection on the first
T0 and the second T0: if these two energies are both in
“acceptable” range (neither of them is larger or small-
er than σ2

l + σ2
h by exceeding a pre-set threshold γ),

the bit pair is recognized as being mutually jammed;
otherwise, the bit values are the same or there could
be an active attack as discussed in subsection 4.5 and
the bit pair is discarded. In the experiment, we set γ
to 30% of σ2

l + σ2
h.

Figure 8 Snapshot of the the superposed signal received by
Eve.

Alice then sends the indexes to Bob. Alice simply
takes out all the indexed values of its transmitted
bit stream, KA = [01101]; Bob does the same oper-
ation, and flips the indexed values, KB = ∼[10010] =
[01101]. It can be seen that the two sequences are i-
dentical, KA = KB, and a 5-bit key can be extracted
using this time period.

6.2 MIMO evaluation

In this experiment, we apply 2 software defined radios
next to each other to receive the RF signals concur-
rently to simulate two independent antennas of a MI-
MO eavesdropper, Eve1 and Eve2. For reference, we
also investigate traditional Manchester coding as de-
fined in Section 5 for simulations, where we set the
traditional Manchester coding for comparison having
the same bit length as random Manchester coding.
Traditional Manchester coding vs 2-antenna

Eavesdropper
First, we let Bob send the random bit sequence Cb

alone to gain insight into how multiple antenna diver-
sity on the wireless channels of amplitude modulation
signal is presented.
Fig. 9(a) shows the snapshot of the strength (mag-

nitude value) of the signal received by Eve1 |ye1(t)|,
where the bit sequence is Cb = [110100] during this
period. Fig. 9(b) shows the corresponding I-phase and
Q-phase signals Re{ye1(t)}, Im{ye1(t)}, respectively.
[9] Fig. 9(c) shows the same I-phase and Q-phase sig-
nals received by Eve2 Re{ye2(t)}, Im{ye2(t)}.
It can be seen that the I-phase, Q-phase and strength

signals collected from two antennas have different am-
plitudes but the same waveform characteristic that

[9]Wireless signals are transmitted using a carrier fre-
quency fc. At the receiver, the RF frontend removes
the carrier frequency from the received signal by
cos(2πfct) and sin(2πfct), which produces the baseband
signal of in-phase and quadrature components, respec-
tively.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 9 Snapshots that Bob sends a random bit sequence
modulated by traditional Manchester coding alone to a
2-antenna eavesdropper, Eve.

the voltage levels are flat. Such characteristic guar-
antees the uniqueness of the solution to channel coef-
ficients because any wrong separation in (20) x′

b(t) =
xb(t) + ρxa(t) leads to non flat voltage levels due to
the different bit structure of xa(t) unless ρ = 0.
Then, we let Alice and Bob simultaneously send the

random bit sequences Ca and Cb. Fig. 10 thin line
shows the snapshot of the superposed signal received
by Eve1. It can be seen that the waveform also be-
comes unrecognizable when two bits are different due
to mutual interference, which indicates that traditional
Manchester coding is effective against a single-antenna
eavesdropper.
We then use SOBI algorithm [54] to separate the

superposed signals on two antennas Eve1 and Eve2.
Fig. 10 thick line shows the snapshot of the estimated
signal sent by Bob Ĉb. It can be seen that SOBI has
successfully restored the basic shape of Bob’s trans-

Figure 10 Snapshot of traditional Manchester coding that
Alice and Bob send random bit sequences concurrently.

mitting signal. With a tolerable waveform distortion
(mainly caused by residue channel estimation error
and channel noise), the bit sequence is still readable

and can be correctly decoded as Ĉb = [110100] = Cb

in this case, which indicates that traditional Manch-
ester coding becomes insecure facing a multi-antenna
eavesdropper.
Random Manchester coding vs 2-antenna

Eavesdropper
We apply the same procedure to study random

Manchester coding. First, we let Bob send the ran-
dom bit sequence Cb alone to gain insight into how
the multiple antenna diversity on the wireless chan-
nels can be covered by energy modulated noise signal.
Fig. 11(a) shows the snapshot of the strength of

the signal received by Eve1 |ye1(t)|, where the bit se-
quence is Cb = [10101] during this period. Fig. 11(b)
shows the corresponding I-phase and Q-phase signal-
s Re{ye1(t)}, Im{ye1(t)} respectively. Fig. 11(c) shows
the same I-phase and Q-phase signals received by Eve2
Re{ye2(t)}, Im{ye2(t)}.
It can be seen that the I-phase and Q-phase signal-

s collected from two antennas no longer present any
waveform structure, since they are noise structured sig-
nal xb(t). In this way, the uniqueness of the solution to
channel coefficients cannot be guaranteed by the flat-
ness of the voltage levels. A wrong separation in (20)
x′

b(t) = xb(t) + ρxa(t) is thus unable to be excluded
and prevented.
Then, we let Alice and Bob send the random bit

sequences Ca and Cb concurrently.
Fig. 12 thin line shows the snapshot of the super-

posed signal received by Eve1. It can be seen that the
waveform becomes unrecognizable due to the mutual
interference, which indicates that random Manchester
coding is effective against a single-antenna eavesdrop-
per.
We then use SOBI algorithm to separate the super-

posed signals on two antennas Eve1 and Eve2. Fig. 12
thick line shows the snapshot of the estimated signal
sent by Bob Ĉb. It can be seen that SOBI has failed to
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 11 Snapshot that Bob sends a random bit sequence
modulated by random Manchester coding alone to a
2-antenna eavesdropper, Eve.

restore the shape of Bob’s transmitting signal when the
bits are mutually jammed. The bit sequence is still un-
recognizable, which indicates that random Manchester
coding is also secure facing a multi-antenna eavesdrop-
per.

6.3 BER test

We statistically validate the effectiveness of our pro-
posed key generation method in a real-world configu-
ration. We put Alice and Bob close to each other and
put the eavesdropper in the same room 2 to 3 meter-
s away from them at 5 different locations labelled as
location A to E as illustrated in Fig 7(b). For each lo-
cation, Alice and Bob simultaneously send frames of
1,000 random bits.
Table 1 shows the BERs. It can be seen that our pro-

posed key generation method randomizes modulation
waveform and causes high BER at Eve for all 5 differ-

Figure 12 Snapshot of random Manchester coding that Alice
and Bob send random bit sequences concurrently.

ent locations under both single antenna case and two
antennas case. The BERs are from 43.8% to 57.5%
with the average of 49.6% for single antenna eaves-
dropper, and the BERs are from 41.6% to 55.2% with
the average of 47.5% for two antennas eavesdropper.
The results are close to a random guess. For reference,
we also test traditional Manchester coding case. The
BERs are from 45.8% to 59.6% with the average of
53.6% for single antenna eavesdropper. However, the
BERs decrease dramatically for two antennas eaves-
dropper. The BERs are from 8.3% to 21% with the av-
erage of 13.7%. The results validate that our proposed
key generation method, random Manchester coding is
more secure than traditional amplitude or phase cod-
ing for a MIMO eavesdropper.
We further test the key establishing performance at

legitimate users. It can be seen from the table (4th
column) that the BERs of key agreement are very close
to 0% at all 5 different locations.

Table 1 The key compromising BER at the eavesdropper for 5
different locations.

Method: random Manchester coding Manchester coding
Configuration Single Two key Single Two

antenna antennas agreement antenna antennas
Loc: A 48.6% 42.3% 0.1% 58.4% 10.2%
Loc: B 43.8% 47.6% 0% 45.8% 12.8%
Loc: C 46% 50.8% 0.1% 50.4% 21%
Loc: D 52.3% 55.2% 0% 59.6% 8.3%
Loc: E 57.5% 41.6% 0% 53.8% 16.2%

We make the following findings in the experiments:
(1) The obtained key generation rate of mutual jam-
ming is as high as about 20kpbs (after removing those
not mutually jammed bit pairs and unsynchronized bit
pairs). For 1028 bit key, the time consumption is only
about 0.05s. (2) The transmitting power used by both
keying parties for simultaneous random bits sending is
as low as about 10dBm.

7 Conclusion
This paper proposes a physical layer key generation
method, called mutual jamming, by exploiting full-
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duplex technique. Legitimate devices send random bit
sequences simultaneously to interfere each other and
extract those mutually jammed bits to generate a se-
cret key. A special digital modulation scheme, called
Random Manchester coding is designed. A low pow-
er noise followed by a high power noise denotes a ‘0’,
while a high power noise followed by a low power noise
denotes a ‘1’.
With this design, mutual jamming poses high secu-

rity strength against a single antenna or MIMO eaves-
dropper, can detect an active attacker and does not
require complex computation, high power radiation or
memory cost.
Numerical simulations and concept-proof exper-

iments validate the effectiveness of our proposed
scheme. Simulation results show that the average key
compromising BER is always larger than 40% as we
increase the number of antennas at the eavesdropper
from 1 to 100. Real-world experiments show that mu-
tual jamming randomizes modulation waveform and
causes high BER at Eve for all 5 different location-
s under both single antenna case and two antennas
case. The BERs are from 43.8% to 57.5% with the
average of 49.6% for single antenna eavesdropper, and
the BERs are from 41.6% to 55.2% with the average
of 47.5% for two antennas eavesdropper. The results
are close to a random guess.
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